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The amplified spontaneous emission in dye solutions excited with intense picosecond light pulses is 
studied theoretically. A multi-level model is applied to take into account the effects of the various dye 
parameters such as ground-state absorption, stimulated emission, excited-state absorption, reabsorption 
and relaxations from populated excited levels. The influence of the pump laser duration and intensity 
and of the dye concentration and sample length is investigated. Optimum situations are derived for the 
generation of intense picosecond light pulses at new frequencies by amplified spontaneous emission. On 
the other hand, conditions are found where amplification of spontaneous emission may be neglected. 
The analysis allows the determination of unknown dye parameters by comparing the calculations with 
the experiment. 
1. Introduction 
Amplification of spontaneous emission (superfluorescence) is readily observed in organic dye solutions 
when the sample is excited with intense light pulses [1-14]. The spontaneous fluorescence light is 
amplified by stimulated emission. When picosecond light pulses are used to excite the dye solutions, 
the fluorescence signal is shortened in time, increased in intensity, narrowed in spectral extension, and 
concentrated into a small divergence angle [1-3, 7 ,8 ,12,14] . The effect of amplified spontaneous 
emission allows the generation of picosecond light pulses in new frequency regions. The conventional 
fluorescence studies are carried out with weak excitation light sources and the amplification effects are 
negligibly small; but the amplification of spontaneous emission alters the spectroscopic behaviour 
substantially when iritense pump pulses are used [15,16]. 
The purpose of this paper is to study, theoretically, the influence of various parameters on the 
fluorescence behaviour of dyes which are excited with intense picosecond light pulses. A model is 
used that allows the study of the influence of pump pulse absorption, stimulated emission, reabsorption 
and excited-state absorption as well as of relaxation phenomena in excited states. The effects of the 
geometrical arrangement, the pump pulse parameters and of the dye concentration are discussed. The 
analysis allows the determination of unknown dye parameters, such as relaxation rates, by comparing 
the calculations with the experiment. Optimum situations are found for the generation of picosecond 
light pulses at new frequencies. Conditions are derived where amplification of spontaneous emission is 
negligible and conventional fluorescence spectroscopy leads to correct results. 
2. Derivation of the set of equations 
The calculations are based on a multi-level model for the dye solution. The level scheme together with 
the various transitions is shown in Fig. 1. At the beginning, the molecules are in the singlet ground state 
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Figure 1 Multi-level system for the interaction of light with dye molecules. 1, ground state; 2, Franck-Condon state in 
Sj-band; 3, temporal equilibrium position in S t43and;4 ( Franck—Condon state in S0-band; 5, region in S^band reached 
by reabsorption of fluorescence light; 6 and 7, higher singlet states populated by excited-state absorption; 8 f triplet 
state or state of photodecomposed molecules; 9, excited states in the triplet system or in the decomposed system. The 
solid arrows indicate absorption and stimulated emission processes, the dashed arrows illustrate the various relaxation 
channels. 
(Level 1). An intense picosecond light pulse (frequency z^L) excites part of the molecules to a vibrational 
Franck-Condon state in the Si-singlet band (Level 2). Within the S r band the molecules relax (time 
constant T23) to a temporal equilibrium position (3). From this position, spontaneous emission to the 
Franck-Condon state (4) in S 0 occurs with a rate constant fc34 (equal to the Einstein transition prob-
ability A34). The spontaneous emission initiates the stimulated emission between Levels 3 and 4. Part of 
the molecules in the Si state decay radiationlessly with a rate constant k3i to the ground state. The 
inter-system crossing to the triplet system (Level 8) is taken into account by the rate constant k38. 
Molecules in the Si-band (Levels 2 and 3) absorb pump light and fluorescence light by excited-state 
absorption. The dye molecules are thereby excited to higher lying singlet states (6). A constant absorp-
tion cross-section a e x for the transitions from Levels 2 and 3 to Band 6 is assumed in most of our calcu-
lations. The molecules in Band 6 relax within the singlet-state system to Level 3 (rate k63) and Level 1 
(rate k61) or they are transferred to triplet states or are decomposed (Level 8). The population of the 
triplet states (inter-system crossing) and the photodecomposition are taken into account by a single rate 
constant k68. The absorption of the molecules in the triplet state and of the decomposed molecules is 
assumed to be a T > P . With intense picosecond pump pulses, even the absorption from high-lying singlet 
states (6) to higher states (7) has to be considered (absorption cross-section a h e x ) . In most of our calcu-
lations we assume a constant absorption cross-section a e x for all molecules in an excited singlet state 
(Sn, n > 1). Part of the fluorescence light is reabsorbed and thereby transfers thermally-excited molecules 
in the S0-band to the S r band (5). (The fluorescence frequencies overlap with the long-wavelength 
shoulder of the S Q - S J absorption spectra of the dyes). 
In our calculations we used parameters which apply to rhodamine 6G dissolved in ethanol, a system 
we investigated extensively [17]. The parameters were individually varied to study their influence on the 
effect of amplified spontaneous emission. 
The geometrical model used in the calculations is adapted to our experimental arrangement [17]. A 
single picosecond pump pulse passes through a tilted dye cell (longitudinal excitation). The use of short 
excitation pulses ( A r L c 0 ^ where / is the cell length, c 0 the velocity of light) allows us to reduce the 
discussion of amplified spontaneous emission to the forward propagation direction (travelling-wave gen-
eration of stimulated fluorescence light). As long as the stimulated emission is weak, the amplification in 
the backward direction does not affect the forward light generation. In strong forward stimulated 
emission the fluorescence emission is shortened to the picosecond range and the backward emission 
becomes small compared to the forward emission [1] (shorter interaction length in backward direction). 
The tilting of the dye cell eliminates the complicating influence of back-reflections of fluorescence light 
[1,17]. 
The pump pulse initiates spontaneous emission in all directions. The spontaneously emitted photons 
travelling along the path of the exciting pulse are amplified by stimulated emission. We assume a con-
stant gain factor within a divergence angle which is determined by the pump pulse diameter and the 
shorter of either the cell length or the absorption depth (length within which the pump pulse is reduced 
to 1/e of its initial power). A constant pump pulse intensity and a constant excited-state population 
within the spatial beam profile are assumed for simplicity. 
The fluorescence light is emitted within a broad spectral range. The stimulated emission narrows the 
spectral extension [18-20]. In our calculations we do not study spectral narrowing. A constant emission 
cross-section for all frequencies is assumed and we discuss in a semi-quantitative manner only the effects 
of spectral narrowing by amplification of spontaneous emission. 
The absorption cross-section of the dye molecules depends on their orientation relative to the pump 
light polarization [21]. When the angle between the transition moment of the molecule and the light 
polarization vector is 6 then the absorption cross-section is given by [22] 
a(0) = ay cos2 0 + aL sin 2 0 
[the isotropic absorption cross-section is o = / 5(0) d0 = 3(ay + 2oi)]. The excitation of dye solutions 
with linearly polarized light pulses generates an anisotropic orientation of the excited molecules in the 
Si-band (Levels 2 and 3). The excited molecules emit light polarized in the plane formed by the tran-
sition moment and the propagation direction. The emission cross-section depends on the angle \p 
between the transition vector and the propagation direction in the form [23] 
5«nW0 = 5em(0)sin2l//. 
In our calculations we take into account only the anisotropic absorption of the pump pulse. But we 
neglect the anisotropic emission effects for the following two reasons: 
(a) When weak excitation pulses are used, the fluorescence decay time is long compared to the 
reorientation time of excited molecules in low viscous solvents [24,16, 22,25]. For rhodamine 6G 
dissolved in ethanol the reorientation time constant is 270 ps while the spontaneous fluorescence decay 
time is about 4.4 ns. An average emission cross-section = 0^(6 = 0)/3 leads to reasonable results. 
(b) When intense excitation pulses are applied, nearly all molecules in the ground state with their 
different orientations are excited and an isotropic distribution of molecules in the excited state is 
approached [22,25]. 
In our calculations we use rate equations to describe the interaction of pump and fluorescence light 
with the dye molecules. The rate equation approach is applicable for pulse durations which are long 
compared to the dephasing time T2 of the dye molecules. This condition is fulfilled in our experiments 
(pump pulse duration AtL ~ 4 ps, dephasing time T2 ~ 0.5 ps [26]). 
With the assumptions and approximations described above we write down the rate equations for the 
absorption and emission processes of Fig. 1. The equations for the populations of the various levels and 
for the pump light and fluorescence light are as follows: 
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In Equation 1 the first term describes the absorption of the pump pulse. The second term represents the 
reabsorption of fluorescence light. The last three terms take into account the relaxation (radiationless 
and radiating) from excited levels to the ground state. 
The first term in Equation 2 gives the population of Level 2 by pump pulse absorption. The excited-
state absorption of laser and fluorescence light is described by the second and third terms. The laser and 
the fluorescence light excite the molecules to different levels in Band 6. The correction factors to N6 
take care of this fact in Equation 2 and in the following equations. The last term of Equation 2 is 
responsible for the fast relaxation to the temporal equilibrium state (3 in Fig. 1). 
Equations 3 and 4 calculate the average population number density in the ground state and the 
excited Franck-Condon state. 
Equation 5 is determined by the stimulated emission (first term), the excited-state absorption (terms 
in square brackets), the decay to Level 3 within the Si-band (next two terms) and from the higher-lying 
Levels 6 (fifth term). The last term represents the depopulation of Levels 3 by internal conversion 
( & 3 i ) , by spontaneous emission (fc3 4) and by inter-system crossing (k3S). 
Equation 6 shows that stimulated emission and spontaneous emission populate Level 4 while the 
radiationless decay with the time constant r 4 i empties it. 
The reabsorption of fluorescence light populates low-lying states (5) in the S r band as described by 
Equation 7. (The short-wavelength shoulder of the emission spectrum overlaps somewhat with the 
long-wavelength tail of the absorption spectrum). The molecules in Level 5 relax to the temporal 
equilibrium position (3) ( r 5 3 = r23 is assumed in our calculations) or return to the ground state (1) by 
internal conversion. 
The population of the higher-lying singlet Band 6 (Equation 8) is caused by excited-state absorption 
of laser and fluorescence light starting from Levels 2 and 3 (terms in square brackets). Excitation to even 
higher-lying states (7) may be included using a similar term (see later). The last term is responsible for 
the relaxation from Level 6 to lower levels. 
Equation 9 determines the population of triplet states and of decomposition states. 
The absorption of the pump pulse is described by Equation 10. The first term under the integral is 
responsible for ground-state absorption. The second term takes care of the excited-state absorption. The 
absorption between the Si-band (Levels 2 and 3) and Band 6 should be proportional to N2(0) + N3 —N6. 
Generally, we consider a constant absorption cross-section a e x for all molecules in excited singlet states 
(Levels 2,3, 6 and 7). For this reason the term N6 is dropped in the second term. The effects of excited-
state absorption between Bands 6 and 7 with a e x a h e x will be discussed later. The last term in 
Equation 10 is due to the triplet-state absorption and to the absorption of decomposed molecules. 
The build-up of fluorescence light in the forward direction is given by Equation 11. The spontaneous 
emission within a solid angle A Ü around the forward direction (first term in Equation 11) is amplified 
by stimulated emission (first term in the square brackets). Excited-state absorption processes ( a e x and 
a T P ) reduce the fluorescence light generation. 
Equations 1-11 are solved by numerical methods. The system is simplified by the transformation 
z = x and t' = t— (T?/C 0)X which changes the derivatives to b/bt = b/bt' and b/bx + (v/c0)b/bt = b/bz. 
The initial condition for the populations of the levels are 
and 
oo 
oo >,z,6) = N 
= Ns(t' = - ° ° , z ) = 0. 
IL(t',z = 0) = / 0 L e x p (-t'2ltl). 
At the beginning, when no fluorescence light is present,Ip(t', z = 0) = 0. 
3. Discussion 
The laser parameters, geometrical factors and dye characteristics are chosen to correspond to our 
experimental studies [17]. The influence of the various parameters on the amplified spontaneous 
emission is studied by varying one parameter and keeping all other parameters constant. The applied 
picosecond light pulses have a frequency of ? L = 18 910 cm" 1 (second harmonic pulses of a mode-
locked Nd-silicate glass laser). The standard pulse duration is A f L = 4 ps. The tilted dye cell has an 
active length of 1.13 cm. The spontaneous emission is assumed to be homogeneously amplified within a 
standard solid angle of A ß = 2.5 x 10" 3 sr. The chosen dye parameters apply to rhodamine 6G dis-
solved in ethanol and are listed in Table I. It should be mentioned that in the experiments A Ü depends 
on the penetration depth of the laser beam while and Oi5 depend on the spectral shift of the 
fluorescence emission. These effects, and consequently the values of AQ, and a 1 5 , vary with dye 
concentration and laser intensity. 
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Figure 2 Time-dependent variation of the population of the various states of the multi-level system, (a) At the beginning 
of the sample z = 0. (b) At the end of the sample z = I. Input pump pulse intensity / 0 = 2X 10 1 0 W e m - 2 , f0 = 
Atolls/in 2. The dye parameters listed in Table I apply to all figures, except otherwise mentioned. For all figures the 
sample length is / = 1.13 cm and the solid angle is AQ- 2.5 X 10~3sr (except variation in Figs. 5b and 6). 
T A B L E I Chosen dye parameters (Rhodamine 6G in ethanol) 
Absorption cross-sections Decay rate 
(cm2) 
°X2 = 3a 1 2 = 1.25 X 10" 1 5 * r 2 3 = 9X 10" 1 3 .s* b 
aHl2 = 1.17 X 1 0 " l s b r 4 1 = 4X 1 0 " 1 2 s g 
= 4.2 X 1 0 - 1 ? b k3l = 2.5 X 1 0 7 s - , h 
<*ex = 3 a e x = 1.8 X 1 0 "
1 6 a k34 = 2X 1 0 8 s " , h 
a||ex = 1.68X 1 0 - " b k3g = O 1 
a i ex = 6.1 X 1 0 -
l g b 
*ei = 0 e 
ahex = k63 = 1 0
1 3 s " l ] 
°em = 2.5 X 1 0 " 1 6 a Ks = o e 
°is = ° f emission frequency 17 700 cm"
1 
concentration 10" 4M ffT,P = o
 f 
a see [25] 
b see [22] 
c constant absorption cross-section of all excited molecules in the singlet system is 
assumed. 
d The stimulated emission cross-section is calculated by the relation [27] oem(V) = 
g(v)qYk3Al{STT'n2v2). g{v) describes the spectral distribution of the fluorescence 
emission /g(v) dv = 1; qF = 0.88 is the fluorescence quantum efficiency; 17 = 
1.36 refractive index. A maximum value 0em("max) — 2-7 X 10" 1 6 cm 2 is esti-
mated from the parameters. 
e preset; values are determined in [17] 
f for comparison see [28] 
g see [29] 
h see [30] 
\ A value of k3S = 4.2 X 10s s ' 1 is reported in [ 28] 
j see [31] and [17] 
3.1. Temporal development 
The time dependence of the population of the various states of the dye system ( l O ^ M ) of the 
sample at the beginning and at the end is shown in Figs. 2a and b for an incident pump pulse of peak 
intensity I0h = 2 x 10 1 0 Wem" 2 . The input pulse and the transmitted pulse together with the build-up 
of the fluorescence light are shown in Figs. 3a and b for input peak intensities of 7 0 L = 2 X 10 1 0 W cm" 2 
and 10 8 Wem" 2 , respectively. In the calculations the standard parameters cited above were used. 
In Fig. 2a the temporal development of the populations of the various states at the beginning of the 
sample is depicted for intense input pulses. The ground-state populat ion,^ , is drastically decreased by 
pump pulse absorption. After the passage of the exciting pulse the ground state is repopulated by radiat-
ive and radiationless relaxation. The population,N2, of the Franck-Condon level in the S x state (broken 
line) rises steeply to a maximum value before the pump pulse reaches its maximum. The fast relaxation 
within the Si-band (723), the increased excited-state absorption [proportional to N2(t) x 7^(0] a n d t n e 
depletion of the ground state, Ni(t), terminate lheN2 values and cause their fast reduction. The tem-
poral equilibrium state (3) in the Si-band is populated by relaxation of the molecules in the excited 
Level 2. The excited-state absorption from Level 3 to Level 6 does not influence the N3 value severely, 
since the molecules in Level 6 relax very fast back to Level 3. During and after the excitation, the 
molecules in the Si-band decay to the Franck-Condon Level 4 in the S0-band by spontaneous emission 
(fc 3 4). The molecules in Level 4 return to the ground state (1) by radiationless processes. The population 
of Level 6 by excited-state absorption becomes rather large at the peak of the pump pulse. The absorp-
tion of laser light from Level 6 to higher states is taken into account by assuming a constant absorption 
cross-section, a e x , for all molecules in the Si-band and in higher levels. 
The time dependence of the population of the sample at the end (Fig. 2b) is qualitatively similar to 
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Figure 3 Time dependence of the input pump pulse 1-^^, the transmitted pump pulse /L,out' a n d t n e generated 
fluorescence pulse / F . The expected output pump-pulse intensity T0 X / L i n in the case of no bleaching is included. 
the beginning. The pump pulse of I01l = 2 x 10 1 0 Wem" 2 is absorbed to a peak value of approximately 
10 8 Wem" 2 (see Fig. 3a). The smaller pump intensity reduces the depletion of the ground state (TVj). 
The Sx-state populations (Level 2 and 3) are correspondingly weaker. The effects of excited-state absorp-
tion become negligibly small and the population of Level 6 goes down drastically since I^it) and 
N2(t) + N3(t) are reduced. The spontaneous fluorescence signal is amplified along the sample length by 
stimulated emission and reaches a value of several M W c m " 2 . The maximum fluorescence is achieved 
towards the end of the pulse where the population of the emitting Level 3 is maximal. The stimulated 
emission enhances the depopulation of Level 3 as is clearly seen in Fig. 2b for times t slightly longer than 
the pump pulse. The decrease ofN3 reduces the stimulated emission and an exponential relaxation 
determined by the spontaneous emission is approached. 
In Figs. 3a and b the time dependence of the transmitted pump pulse. 7 L < o u t and of the generated 
fluorescence pulse 7 F (at the end of the cell) are depicted for input peak intensities of 7 0 L = 
2 x 10 1 0 Wem" 2 and 10 8 Wem" 2 , respectively. The input pulse shapesIU i n and the output pulse shapes 
To x ^Lan which were expected for small-signal absorption are included. For I0Ll = 2 x 10 1 0 Wem" 2 
the output pulse reaches a peak value which is a factor of 10 1 0 larger than expected for small-signal 
absorption. This number indicates a strong bleaching of the dye. At an input peak intensity of 7 0 L -
108 Wem" 2 , the pulse suffers strong absorption and is close to the small-signal case. The behaviour of 
the fluorescence light changes with the intensity of the exciting pulse. The fluorescence signal increases 
strongly with pump intensity due to the amplification of spontaneous emission. A t / 0 L = 108 Wem" 2 
the fluorescence light decays exponentially (spontaneous emission) after the excitation pulse has passed. 
At 7 0 L = 2 x 10 1 0 W cm" 2 the emitted pulse decays very fast in a non-exponential manner, due to the 
fast depletion of the A^3-population by stimulated emission. In Fig. 3b the fluorescence pulse has a 
duration (FWHM) of AtF ~ 3 ns while in Fig. 3a the fluorescence is reduced to about A tF ~ 170 ps. 
3.2. Effects of various parameters 
The efficiency of amplified spontaneous emission is influenced by pump pulse parameters (intensity, 
duration, diameter) by geometrical factors (sample length) and by dye characteristics (concentration, 
absorption cross-section, emission cross-section, rate constants). The influence of all these parameters 
on the amplification is studied by varying one parameter and keeping all the other parameters constant 
(see values in Table I). The fluorescence energy,^ , emitted in the forward direction, the fluorescence 
pulse duration AtF (FWHM) and the energy transmission TE = # L , o u t / ^ L , i n of the pump pulse are 
studied. In the following figures the fluorescence energy, 2sV, emitted within the solid angle A Q is 
normalized to the absorbed pump pulse energy ü ; a b s = (1 — TE)Ei,%in9 i.e. EF = EFlE&hs is depicted. 
3.2.1. Effects of pump pulse parameters 
3.2.1.1. The influence of the pump pulse duration A t^ (FWHM) on EF, TE and A tF are shown in Fig. 
4a, b and Fig. 5a, respectively. For longer laser pulses more dye molecules are excited at a fixed inten-
sity. The amplified fluorescence is increased (Fig. 4a) and the fluorescence duration is shortened (Fig. 
5a). Longer pump pulses bleach the dye harder and a higher energy transmission 7 E results (Fig. 4b). 
The obtainable maximum fluorescence energy EF is determined by the available dye molecules (concen-
tration) and is independent of pump pulse durations. Longer excitation pulses reach the maximum 
EF value at lower intensities (more photons at a fixed intensity). The reduction of the normalized 
fluorescence output EF = EFlE^s at very high intensities is due to excited-state absorption and will be 
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Figure 5 Pulse shortening of the amplified 
spontaneous emission, (a) Influence of the 
pump pulse duration, (b) Effects of reabsorp-
tion (Curves 1 and 2) and of solid angle of 
emission (Curves 1 and 3). Curve 1, ol5 = 0 and 
A f l = 2.5 X 10~3 sr. Curve 2, ols = 
8X 10" l 7 cm 2 a n d A f i = 2 . 5 X 10~3sr. Curve 
3, aXK = 0 and AQ= 10"1 sr. 
discussed later. The minimum fluorescence pulse duration at high pump intensities is approximately 
independent of the pump pulse duration as long as the longest A r L value is shorter than the minimum 
AtF value. 
3.2.1.2. The effect of the solid angle A O on the normalized fluorescence output EF is shown in Fig. 6. 
At low pump intensities amplification of the spontaneously-emitted light is negligibly small and the 
fluorescence light is emitted nearly isotropically in all directions. The fluorescence energy within A Ü is 
approximately given by EF = qFAQ/47r 
where qF = £34/(^34 + &3i + £33) = ^34/^3 
is the fluorescence quantum efficiency. As a result, the fluorescence yield is proportional to AQ at low 
pump intensities. At high pump intensities the total fluorescence output EF increases only slightly with 
A ß and the amplification EF(Ih)lEF(0) is reduced. The amplification of spontaneous emission within a 
large divergence angle depletes the population of the emitting Level 3 faster and causes a decrease of 
amplification together with a shortening of A tF (see dashed curve in Fig. 5b). The energy transmission 
TE is found to be independent of A O . 
In the experiments the solid angle A O , within which amplified spontaneous emission occurs, depends 
on pump pulse and dye sample parameters. 
For rectangularly-shaped beam profiles with radius r L the solid angle A Q is given by 
A O = TtrlWln (12a) 
where / e f f is the shorter of either the sample length / or the penetration depth at which the pump pulse 
intensity is reduced to its 1/e value. At low pump intensities, / e f f is determined by the ground-state 
absorption (onNlefi = 1 \N, number density of dye molecules). In an intermediate intensity range 
the bleaching determines / e f f ( M e f f = / Q L A ^ L / ^ L ) - At high pump intensities the penetration depth 
is limited by the excited-state absorption (oexNleff = 1). 
For Gaussian-shaped beam profiles the solid angle is contracted with increased amplification of 
fluorescence light. In the following the reduction of AQ with amplification is estimated. The fluor-
escence intensity at / e f f is given by 
h(hff^r) ~ const, x {exp [ ( a e m — cr e x )/ e f f 7V 3 (r)] — 1} (see Equation 19 in Section 3.4). 
The population of the fluorescing level is proportional to the pump laser intensity 
N3(r) ~ const, x I(r) = const', x exp [— In 2 ( r / r 1 / 2 ) 2 ] . 
The radius ?, where the fluorescence intensity reduces to half of its peak value at r = 0, is determined by 
h(htur)lh(!*tt,0) = e x p { / c e x p [ - l n 2 ( 7 / r 1 / 2 ) 2 ] - l } / [ e x p ( 0 - l ] = 1/2 
where K = ( a e m - oex)N3(r = 0 ) / e f f . 
Solving this equation for r leads to [18] 
r = r 1 / 2(ln/< - In In {[exp (K) 4- l ] /2}) 1 / 2 / ( ln 2 ) 1 / 2 . 
Replacing r L of Equation 12a by r we find for the solid angle 
AQ = ^ i 2 / 2 In K - I n In {[exp (K) + l]/2} 
/ 2 ff In 2 
It should be noted that exp (K) is approximately equal to the intensity amplification of the fluorescence 
signal 
exp 00 ~ [^ F ( / L ) /z \^ F ( / F ) ] / [^F(0) /Ar F (0) ] . 
At weak fluorescence amplification (K -> 0) the solid angle reduces to A Q = 7rr 2 / 2 / / | ff while at high 
intensities Equation 12b simplifies to AQ = K~1(nri/2lllff). 
3.2.2. Effects of dye parameters 
3.2.2.1. The dependence of EF, AtF and TE on the dye concentration is plotted in Figs. 7, 8 and 9, re-
spectively. (A constant AQ = 2.5 x 10~3 sr is assumed for all the concentrations). The normalized fluor-
escence energy EF and the duration A tF are found to be independent of the dye concentration as long 
as the pump pulse is not intense enough to excite all the available dye molecules [ « P h o t o n O a s e r ) < N] • 
The maximum EF value and the corresponding pump intensity 7 0 L , o p t a r e determined by the number 
density of dye molecules [ « P h o t o n O a s e r ) —N]. For 7OL > A > L , o p t the normalized fluorescence signal 
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Figure 8 Effect of dye concentration on shortening of 
fluorescence pulses. The concentrations used are Figure 9 Effect of dye concentration on energy trans-
2 X 10" 5M (1),4 X 10" 5M (2), 10" 4M (3), 2 X 10~ 4M (4), mission of pump pulse. 1 ,C= 2 X 10~ 5 M;2,C = 
and 4 X 10~4M (5). 4 X 10" 5M; 3, C = 10 _ 4 M; 4, C = 2 X 1 0 - 4 M . 
Figure 10 Influence of ground-state absorption on energy Figure 11 Dependence of normalized fluorescence energy 
transmission of pump pulse. on stimulated-emission cross-section. 
EF = EF/E&hs decreases due to excited-state absorption of the pump pulse (see later) and A tF does not 
shorten any further. High dye concentrations allow a strong amplification of spontaneous emission and a 
large pulse shortening approaching the pump pulse duration. The energy transmission, TK, reduces 
drastically with increasing dye concentration since the ground-state absorption and the excited-state 
absorption are proportional to the population of the respective levels. 
3.2.2.2. The effects of the ground-state absorption cross-section, oi2, on EF and A tF are negligibly small 
in the investigated absorption (1 x 10" 1 6 cm 2 < a 1 2 < 4.2 x 10" 1 6 cm 2) and intensity range 
(10 8 W c m ~ 2 < / o L ^ 8 x 10 1 0 Wem" 2 ) . Within the studied region, the whole pump pulse is absorbed 
in the sample and contributes to the amplification of spontaneous emission. The energy transmission 
r E depends exponentially on o12 at low pump intensities and is limited by excited-state absorption at 
high pump intensities (see Fig. 10). 
3.2.2.3. The influence of the stimulated emission cross-section a e m on EF and A tF is studied in Figs. 11 
and 12. The energy transmission TE of the pump pulse is independent of a e m . The normalized fluor-
escence energy EF increases strongly and the fluorescence duration A tF shortens drastically with 
increasing a e m values. The maximum value of EF and the limiting A tF value are determined by the avail-
able dye molecules (concentration). The decrease of EF at very high input intensities is caused by 
excited-state absorption (see Section 3.2.2.4). At high stimulated-emission cross-section the fluorescence 
duration approaches the pump pulse duration at high pump intensities. 
3.2.2.4. The effects of excited-state absorption a e x on EF, A tF and TE are depicted in Figs. 13,14 and 
15, respectively. 
Without excited-state absorption ( a e x = 0) the highest amplification, the largest energy transmission 
and the shortest fluorescence durations are obtained. At high pump intensities all dye molecules are 
excited and contribute to the emission. A further increase of the pump intensity increases the energy 
transmission and does not affect the fluorescence behaviour since no additional molecules are present 
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Figure 13 Amplified fluorescence output versus 
input peak intensity of pump pulse for various 
excited-state absorptions. Dashed curve shows 
absolute fluorescence output within AQ= 
2.5 X 10" 3sr for a e x < L = a e x , F = 6 X 1 0 _ l 7 c m 2 
(beam diameter = 0.5 mm). The solid and 
dash—dot curves present normalized fluorescence 
energies. 1, a e x < L = <7ex,F = 0; 2, orex,L = 
aex,F = 6 X 10" 1 7 cm 2 ; 3, a e x L = CTex,F — 
1.2 X 1 0 - l 6 c m 2 ; a / a e X ) L = 6X 1 0 - l 7 c m 2 and 
°ex F — 0; b, a e x L = 6 X 10" 1 7 cm 2 and o e x F = 
1.2 X 10" l 6 cm 2 . ' 
J i i l l i i i i I i • • • 
I08 109 1010 10" 
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Figure 14 Shortening of fluorescence pulses for various 
excited-state absorption cross-sections. Dashed curve, 
C = 2 X 10" 4 M and a e x = 0: Solid curves, C = 1 0 _ 4 M 
a n d CTex,L = a ex,F = ^ex w i t n 1 * ^ ex = 0; 2, 
a e x = 6 X 1 0 - l 7 c m 2 ; 3 , a e x = 1.2 X 1 0 ~ l 6 c m 2 . Dash-<Jot 
curves, C = 10" 4 M and a e x > L aex, F w ' t n a» 
a e x L = 6 X 10~ 1 7 cm 2 and o e x F = 0; b, ( J E X , L = 
6 x ' l O - ^ c m 2 and o e x F = 1.2 X 10" l < s cm 2 . * 
for stimulated emission. At higher dye concentrations the amplification [proportional to exp (a e m 7V 3 /)] 
becomes so large that emission pulses shorter than the pump pulse duration are obtainable (see dashed 
curve in Fig. 14 for C = 2 x 10" 4 M and a e x = 0). The minimum fluorescence duration (AtF < Atj) 
is reached when the pump energy is just large enough to excite all dye molecules towards the end of the 
excitation pulse (I0IjAth/hvh 21M). At higher input peak intensities the dye is already completely 
excited at the beginning of the excitation pulse and the complete excitation remains for the duration of 
the pump pulse. As a result, the fluorescence duration lengthens to AtF > A f L (see dashed curve in Fig. 
1 4 f o r / 0 L > 1 0 1 0 W c m - 2 . 
Group dispersion effects may be neglected even when the fluorescence duration approaches the 
pump pulse duration because of the small spectral shift ( X L — X F < 60 nm) and short sample length 
5 10 10 10 Figure 15 Effect of excited-state absorption on energy 
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(1=1.13 cm). (The transit time of the fluorescence pulses is only less than 1 ps faster than the pump 
pulse transit time). 
The excited-state absorption of the pump pulse and the fluorescence pulse reduces the amplification 
and the pulse shortening. The normalized fluorescence energy EF = EF/E&hs reaches a maximum value 
at a certain input pulse intensity and decreases at higher pump intensities. The absolute fluorescence 
energy density EF remains constant with increasing intensity (see dashed curve in Fig. 13), but the 
absorbed energy # a b s increases further due to the excitation of higher levels. More than one pump 
photon is necessary to generate one fluorescence photon because of the excited-state absorption. When 
the excited-state absorption becomes comparable to the stimulated-emission cross-section, the amplifi-
cation and pulse shortening diminish. Similarly the energy transmission of the pump pulse decreases 
with increasing excited-state absorption. 
In the discussion given so far, a constant excited-state absorption cross-section is assumed for all 
molecules in an excited singlet state (S„, n > 1). If a different absorption cross-section a h e x from 
Band 6 to Band 7 is chosen (see Fig. 1), Equations 8,10 and 11 have to be modified slightly and an 
additional equation (Equation 14) for the population density 7V7 is necessary. Equation 4 and the 
modified equations then become 
<W6 
bt ^ U 2 + ^ 3 - ^ 6 7 ~ 7 
+ \N2 + N3-N6-^--
hvF\ Ii,—h 
H N ^ N ^ r T r + ^ - | J V 6 - J V 7 hvF\ i L -7 / I . + / F , 
+ k16N-, — (k6i + k63 + k6s)N6 (from Equation 8) 
Ohex •N-
7 / t + / i 
\-k16N. 
(13) 
(14) 
dx c0 bt L 
w/2 
{(ffiua cos20 + a i l 2 sia2e)[Nt(e) -N2(6)] + ( a , ^ cos 20 
,N6 + aT)pAT8j + a i e x sm2d)[N2(d) + N3-N6]} sin 0 dO + a h e x . 
(from Equation 10) 
"~ "~ ""T^P^S] (from Equation 11) 
(15) 
(16) 
Without absorption from Level 6 to higher-lying states ( a h e x = 0) the amplification increases by a factor 
of 1.6 and the fluorescence pulse duration is shorter by 10 per cent at I0Ll = 10 1 0 W cm" 2 . An increased 
absorption cross-section a h e x > a e x ( a h e x = 4 x 10" 1 6 cm 2) reduces the amplification by a factor of 2 
and increases the fluorescence duration by 25 per cent a t / 0 L = 10 1 0 Wem" 2 . The energy transmission 
TE is more drastically influenced by a h e x [ r E ( a h e x = 0) = 2 x 10" 4 and 7 E ( a h e x = 4 x 10" 1 6 cm 2) = 
5 x l O " 6 a t / O L = 1 0 1 0 W c m - 2 ] . 
We return to the situation of a constant excited-state absorption cross-section for all molecules in an 
excited singlet state (S n , n > 1); but now we study the influence of different excited-state absorption 
cross-sections a e X i L and o e x F for the pump laser photons and the emission photons. (In the Equations 
5, 6 and 8 the terms with a e x / L and oexIF change to a e X i I / L a*id oex%FIF, respectively). The dash-dot 
curves in Figs. 13 and 14 are calculated with a fixed value of o e x h = 6 x 10" 1 7 cm 2 while a e x ,F is 
assumed to be 0 (Curves a) and 1.2 x 10" 1 6 cm 2 (Curves b). The excited-state absorption of the fluor-
escence light reduces the amplification and the pulse shortening. The energy transmission T E of the 
pump pulse is not influenced by absorption of the fluorescence pulse. 
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10' Figure 16 Influence of reabsorption on normalized 
fluorescence energy. 
3.2.2.5. The effect of reabsorption of fluorescence light on the normalized fluorescence energy i ? F is 
depicted in Fig. 16. At low pump intensities the ground-state population iV^ is large and the fluorescence 
light is strongly reabsorbed for ols 0. With increasing pump intensity the population Nx is reduced and 
correspondingly the reabsorption effect. The fluorescence signal approaches the value obtained in the 
case without reabsorption. The duration of the emission is only weakly influenced by the reabsorption 
(see solid curves in Fig. 5b). The shortening effect is slightly stronger when reabsorption is present. It is 
known from conventional fluorescence spectroscopy that reabsorption lengthens the fluorescence decay 
time [32], i.e. the reabsorbed fluorescence light is reemitted at a later time. In our calculations this 
effect is not observed since we only study the reabsorption along the sample length within the solid 
angle A O and assume no reabsorption outside this angle. The energy transmission T E is not affected by 
the reabsorption of fluorescence light. In the experiments o15 depends on the pump pulse intensity since 
the fluorescence spectrum shifts to shorter wavelengths with increasing laser intensity (see Section 
3.2.2.8 below). 
3.2.2.6. The influence of the spontaneous emission rate k34 (= k3) on EFi Afp and TE is studied in 
Fig. 17. The curves are presented for I0Ll = 10 1 0 Wem" 2 . For k34< 10 9 s " 1 , ^ , AtF/rF and TE are 
found to be independent of k34 ( r F = l/k3 is the spontaneous fluorescence decay time). At faster 
spontaneous decay rates the population in Level 3 is reduced quickly and the stimulated emission 
becomes weaker (smaller i ? F and larger A tFjrF Values). The fast refilling of the ground state reduces 
the energy transmission of the pump pulse. At short fluorescence decay times r F = l/k3 = l / fc 3 4 the 
amplified spontaneous emission signal may become shorter than the pump pulse. 
When the nonradiative decay rate k31 becomes comparable to the radiative rate k34i the number of 
emitting molecules N3, the amplification and the pulse shortening are reduced. 
The inter-system crossing from Level 3 to the triplet state 8 (rate k&) has a similar reducing effect 
as the internal conversion rate k3X. In Fig. 18 the dependence of EF and A f F on k<& is presented for 
/ O L = 10 1 0 Wcm" 2 . The amplification and the pulse shortening [see curve representing AtFlrF = 
AtF(k31 + £34 + k3S)] are reduced because molecules are lost for emission. The effect of the inter-
system crossing rate on the amplified spontaneous emission is rather weak (less than linear) since the 
transfer time is long compared to the duration of the amplified spontaneous signal. The energy trans-
mission is independent of k38 within the studied range. 

3.2.2.7. The decay of higher excited molecules to the emitting Level 3, to the ground state (1), and to 
the triplet or decomposition states (8) strongly influence the amplification of spontaneous emission and 
the resulting pulse shortening. Up to now we assumed that all higher excited molecules relax to the 
fluorescing Level 3 with a decay rate of k63 = 10 1 3 s"1. In the following, the influence of the various 
decay channels and decay rates is studied. 
(a) The effects of the decay rate k63 = k6 on EF,A tF and TE are studied in Fig. 19 for 7 0 L ~ 
10 1 0 Wcm~ 2 . Starting at low transition rates the amplification increases with rising k63 since the relax-
ation to Level 3 increases the amount of fluorescing molecules. As long as k63 is shorter than \/AtL the 
energy transmission is not affected by the relaxation. When k63 becomes comparable to l / A r L the 
energy transmission TE is reduced by the repeated absorption of laser light. As a consequence EF = 
EF/Eahs goes down. For k63> 1/A th the energy transmission TE and the normalized fluorescence 
energy EF tend to a constant value. 
The dependence of the fluorescence duration A tF on the relaxation rate k63 is shown in the middle 
part of Fig. 19. For k63 <l/AtF the fluorescence duration A tF remains approximately constant. When 
k63 becomes comparable to l/AtF, the fluorescence duration is increased by the relaxing molecules 
from Level 6. A further increase of k63 results in a shortening of AtF because of the increased amplifi-
cation of fluorescence light. Finally at rates k63 > l / A r L the laser absorption increases, the fluorescence 
amplification reduces and the pulse duration A tF is increased to a stationary value. 
The strong dependence of EF,AtF and TE on k63 = k6 may be used to determine k63 when all other 
parameters of the dye are known. For k6>A r£* or k6<At^} the energy transmission becomes indepen-
dent of k6 and a determination of a e x L without exact knowledge of k6 is possible. The change of TE 
with k6 in the region A r£* <k6< 40 At^ may be used to determine k6 and a e x L by varying A f L . 
(b) The amplification of fluorescence light and the fluorescence pulse shortening are reduced when 
the molecules return directly from Level 6 to the ground state. The molecules do not return to the emit-
ting level effecting the amplified spontaneous emission. In Fig. 20 the intensity dependence of EF for 
k61 = k6= 10 1 3 s""1 (Curve 3) is compared with the case of k63 = k6 = 10 1 3 s"1 (Curve 1). The same com-
parison is made in Fig. 21b for the fluorescence duration AtF. The molecules returned to the ground 
state are ready for a new pump pulse absorption and reduce its energy transmission (Curve a in Fig. 23). 
The involvement of the relaxed molecules in the excitation process increases the population of the 
1 1—r~T-| 1 i — — i 1 — r r 
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Figure 20 Dependence of normalized fluorescence energy 
on relaxations of higher excited states (6) within the 
singlet system. Curve 1: k6 = Ar63 = 10 1 3 s" 1 , k6l = 
k68 = 0. Curve 2: k6 = 10 1 3 s" 1 ,k63 = 5 X 10 1 2 s" 1 , 
* 6 1 = 5 X 10 1 2 s " 1 , k68 = 0. Curve 3: k6 = k6l = 10 1 3 s" 1 , 
*63 = *68 = 0. 
fluorescing level and is responsible for the larger amplification and pulse shortening as compared to the 
case where the molecules are transferred to a triplet state or are decomposed. 
The intermediate situation where some of the molecules relax from Level 6 to Level 3 and some to 
Level 1 (k63 = k61 = 5x 10 1 2 s""1) is presented in the Curves 2 of Fig. 20 and Fig. 21b. In this case the 
energy transmission lies between Curve a and Curve 1 of Fig. 23. 
(c) In Figs. 21a, 22 and 23 the effect of the transfer of higher excited molecules (Level 6) to triplet 
levels and decomposed states (Level 8) is clarified. Molecules that leave the singlet level system are lost 
for fluorescence emission. Consequently the amplification and pulse shortening are reduced. At higher 
pump intensities the excited-state absorption becomes very effective and the transfer to triplet states or 
decomposed states increases correspondingly. The fluorescence signal reduces in this case, even below 
the low intensity value (Fig. 22), and the fluorescence duration is enlarged to the small signal value 
(Fig. 21a). If no absorption of laser light is assumed for the triplet molecules and decomposed mole-
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Figure 21 Dependence of fluorescence pulse shorten-
ing on relaxation of higher excited singlet states (6). 
ke — *6i + + *68 = 1 0 1 3 s" 1 for all curves, (a) 
Decay to triplet system or to phptodecomposed states. 
k6l = 0. 1 , * 6 8 = 0 ; 2 , * 6 8 = 10 1 1 s _ 1 ; 3 / ^ 6 8 = 10" s" 1 ; 
4, * 6 8 = 5 X 10 1 2 s" 1 ; 5, k6s = 10 1 3 s" 1 . (b) Relaxation 
within the singlet system. k68 = 0. 1, k63 = 10 1 3 s" 1 ; 2, 
*6i ='*6s = 5 X 10 1 2 s" 1 ; 3, k61 = 10 1 3 s" 1 . 
cules (as depicted in the figures) the energy transmission grows up to high values (Fig. 23). The assump-
tion of absorption by the transferred molecules (oTF ^ 0) reduces the amplification of spontaneous 
emission and the pulse Shortening even further. 
The drastic dependence ofEF,AtF and TE on k& allows an accurate determination of this parameter 
by comparing the calculation with experimental results. 
3.2.2.8. In the calculations described the influences of a spectral distribution of the ground-state 
absorption cross-section and of the emission cross-section are not included. We discuss these effects 
only briefly. The frequency dependence of a e m = oem(p) results in a spectral narrowing of the amplified 
spontaneous emission, because the frequency components with the largest emission cross-section are 
most effectively amplified. The narrowing of the spectral width AvF is approximately given by [18-20] 
(see also derivation of Equation 12b) 
. /r \ a /„v / / l n K ' - l n l n { [ e x p ( K r ) + l ] / 2 } \ 
where K = ( a e m < m a x — a e x )7V 3 ( / L ) / . At high input laser intensities [ iV 3 ( / L ) -»7V, K > 1] Equation 17a 
reduces to 
A i / P ( / L ) = / c - 1 / 2 A ^ F ( 0 ) (17b) 
For a 10" 4 M dye solution of 1 cm length with a e m , m a x — a e x = 2 x 10" 1 6 cm 2 the spectral narrowing is 
limited to A vF(Ih)/A vF(0) > 0.3. 
The frequency distribution of the ground-state absorption cross-section influences the fluorescence 
emission. The absorption edge at the long frequency side shifts the emission spectrum to longer wave-
length. The shift increases with dye concentration. The frequency of maximum fluorescence emission 
^ F , m a x appears at a longer wavelength than expected from the frequency *>em,max °f maximal stimu-
lated-emission cross-section. As intense pump pulses bleach the ground state, the reabsorption is reduced 
and the frequency vF m a x of maximum fluorescence emission shifts towards the frequency z>em m a x of 
optimum o^. 
The spectral narrowing and the spectral shift of the fluorescence emission are observed experimen-
tally as described in [17]. 
3.3. Determination of dye parameters by comparison with experiment 
The theoretical results are compared with the experimental measurements on rhodamine 6G and 
rhodamine B in [17]. The values of k6, k6S/k6, k63/k6, o"ex,L and oeXtF that enter the calculations of 
amplified spontaneous emission are determined in [17]. The measurement of TE for two different pulse 
durations A r L allows the determination of k6 and o e x l j (see Fig. 19). k6 £ 10 1 3 s"1 (see also [31]) and 
°ex,h — (5 ± 1) x 10~ 1 7 cm 2 were found for both rhodamine 6G and rhodamine B. The strong dependence 
of EF and A tF on k68/k6 (see Fig. 21a and 22) is used in its determination. Values of k6S/k6 = 
0.01 ± 0.01 and 0.02 ± 0.01 were found for rhodamine 6G and rhodamine B, respectively. The un-
known ratio k63/k6 is determined by comparing the S X - S Q fluorescence yields after excitation with the 
second harmonic and the fourth harmonic of a mode-locked Nd-glass laser. In the case of rhodamine 6G, 
a value of k63/k6 = 0.95 ± 0.05 was found while the result for rhodamine B was k63/k6 = 0.7 ± 0.05. 
The S!-S„ excited-state absorption cross-section o e x F of the fluorescence light was obtained by fitting 
the calculations to the measured EF values. The measured values were a e x , F — (9 ± 3) x 10" 1 7 cm 2 for 
rhodamine 6G and rhodamine B. 
3.4. Analytical estimates of dye behaviour 
The described studies of amplified spontaneous emission set the limits for experiments where the 
amplification of spontaneous emission may be neglected. In addition they give the necessary conditions 
under which intense picosecond light pulses at new frequencies may be generated by amplified 
spontaneous emission. 
3.4.1. Conditions for negligible amplified spontaneous emission 
We present some simplified analytical expressions for the conditions where amplification of spontaneous 
emission (superfluorescence) is negligibly small and conventional analysis of fluorescence spectra leads 
to correct results. When the populations of Levels 4 and 6 and the reabsorption of fluorescence light are 
neglected Equation 11 simplifies to 
MF/dz = IF(0em - oex)N3 + hvFk34N3AQ/4jr C (18) 
The solution for N3 = constant is 
= L * ^ 3 4 ^ " {exp [ ( a e m - oex)N3z] - 1} (19) 
For a e x > a e m Equation 14 changes to 
/ p ( z ) = y 3 4 A Q { 1 _ e x p [-(0ex-0em)N3z]}. (20) 
4 ^ ( a e x - aem) 
Equation 20 shows that the fluorescence signal decays to zero with increasing sample length when 
a e x > ° e m - I*1 this case no amplification occurs. 
When = aex Equation 19 reduces to 
Iv(z) = (hvvk34AQl4ir)N3z. (21) 
This result is identical to spontaneous emission as is seen by solving Equation 18 without the first term. 
Amplification of spontaneous emission does not occur. 
When a e m > a e x amplification of spontaneous emission takes places. The maximum amplification 
factor at high pump intensities is easily estimated by assuming complete bleaching of the dye. The con-
dition for N3 is N3<N where TV" is the total number density of dye molecules. The amplification of 
spontaneous emission is estimated to be 
* F O O < e x p [ ( a e m - a e x ) A ^ ] - l ^ 
4pont<>)^ ^ ( f f e m - t f e x ) 
The last equation is very useful for determining the dye concentration and sample length that may be 
used without being affected by amplification of spontaneous emission. As an example the amplification 
is less than 2 at any pump intensity for a e m — a e x = 2 x 10" 1 6 cm 2 , z = 1 cm and C = 10" 5 M l'1(N = 
6 x 10 1 5 cm" 3 ) . 
3.4.2. Conditions for optimum amplification of spontaneous emission 
The most effective amplification of spontaneous emission is obtained for dyes with negligible excited-
state absorption and high stimulated-emission cross-section. Fluorescence pulse durations as short as the 
pump pulse duration, and even shorter, are possible with high dye concentrations and intense pump 
pulses. Dyes with short fluorescence decay times approach the pump pulse duration at lower pump 
intensities or lower dye concentration. 
The pulse shortening may be estimated by studying the depopulation of the emitting level. The 
fluorescence light decays slightly faster as is seen in Fig. 2 and 3 and by analysing Equation 19./ F(f) 
depends exponentially on7V3(r); the mathematical situation is identical to the spectral narrowing, where 
/ F ( i / ) depends exponentially on oem(v)y or to the narrowing of divergence which is studied in Section 
3.2.1.2 where IF(r)is proportional to exp [ ( a e m — a e x ) l e t t^ i r ) ] • 
Neglecting the population of Levels 4 and 6, Equation 5 simplifies for t > A r L to 
bt 
k3 + 
JemIF 
hvF 
N3 
where k3 = k3X + k34 + k^ = l / r F . The solution is 
N3(t) = # 3 0 exp -
G"em^F 
hvF 
t . 
The emitting level depopulates with a time constant 
r3 = l/[k3 + oemIF(z)/hvF]. 
For oemIF/hvF < k3 the stimulated emission of fluorescence light is too weak to shorten the 
(23) 
(24) 
(25) 
spontaneous decay rate k3 = k31 + k^ + k3S. By introduction of Equation 19 into Equation 25, the 
effects of the dye parameters and pump parameters on the depopulation of Level 3 are readily seen. With 
r F = l/k3 and qF = k34/k3 we find 
r3 = * . (26) 
1 + QF {exp [ faem - O J v V ] - l}[oem/(oem - a e x)] 
The shortest r 3 values are obtained at high pump intensities where N3 may approach the total popu-
lation density N. Equation 26 indicates that a minimum dye concentration is necessary to obtain appreci-
able pulse shortening and to approach the pump pulse duration (see also Fig. 8). 
As a numerical example we estimate the minimum dye concentration that is necessary to generate 
fluorescence pulses with a duration approximately equal to the pump pulse duration. Using the values 
z = 1 cm, r F ~ 4 n s , # F ~ 1, — a e x ~ 2 x 10~ 1 6 cm 2 , A ß ~ 10~3 sr and r 3 = A f L = 4 ps we calcu-
lated a minimum dye concentration N >N3 = 8 x 10 1 6 cm" 3 2:1 Ax 10" 4 M . For these numbers 
we calculate with the aid of Equation 22 a fluorescence amplification IF(z) ~ 1 0 6 / s p o n t ( z ) and 
EF(z)~l03Espont(z). 
The minimum pump intensity necessary to excite N3z ~Nz molecules cm 2 is estimated from the 
balance N3z ~ (/0L At^/hv^) exp (— oeKN3z). The last term takes into account the fact that more than 
one laser photon has to be absorbed to generate a fluorescing molecule due to the excited-state absorp-
tion. The minimum laser intensity is found to be 
I o h >
N > z h v ^ P ( ° ° * N > z \ (27) 
Ath 
The necessary laser intensity depends strongly on the excited-state absorption cross-section a e x . For 
°ex = 0>^OL - 8 x 10 9 Wem" 2 is enough to generate fluorescence-pulse durations equal to the pump 
pulse durations (numerical values of above this were used; compare with dashed curve in Fig. 14). The 
minimum pump intensity for AtF ~ r 3 ~ A tL increases to 7 0 L — 9 X 10 1 1 W cm" 2 when a value of 
a e x = 6" x 10" 1 7 cm 2 is assumed for the dye. The excited-state absorption drastically reduces the fluor-
escence pulse shortening. (At I0h > 10 1 1 Wem" 2 other nonlinear optical effects in the dye solution can 
no longer be neglected). 
In the estimates above we did not take into account the relaxation rate k^ that removes molecules 
from the singlet system. The amplification of fluorescence is drastically reduced when a remarkable 
percentage of molecules is accumulated in the loss level N8. With some approximations the population 
of Level 8 may be estimated. Equations 8 and 9 may be simplified to 
^ - ^ l £ + £ ) ( * + " * > " w r * ( 2 8 ) 
We want to determine 7V6 and Ns at the end of the pump pulse t = Ath. The pump pulse should be 
rectangularly shaped within 0 < t < AtL. IF may be neglected. The populations of Levels 2 and 3 are 
given by N2 + N3~ I^tlihv^) as long as I^tjhv^ < N. With these assumptions the solution of Equation 
28 i s ( fo rÄ; 6 >Af£ 1 ) 
/ x (oex(IJh^)2t/k6 for kil<t<Ath 
N6(t) ~ (30) 
( Oe^IJh^N/ke for / L f / Ä * L > N 
The solution of Equation 29 is found by use of Equation 30 
(W*6)a«(/L/Ai/L)V/2 for k^<t<Ath 
(31) 
(kJ^o^IJhp^Nt to Iht/hvh>N. 
The population N$(r) is proportional to the ratio k&lke. Equation 26 may be used to estimate the effects 
of loss on the amplified spontaneous emission. As an example, we find that Ns approaches N at the end 
of the pump pulse (r = Ath = 4ps) for a e x = 6 x 1 0 " 1 7 c m 2 , / L = 5 x 10 1 0 Wem" 2 and k68/k6 = 0.03. 
(Compare these numbers with Curve 3 in Fig. 22). The drastic reduction of amplified spontaneous 
emission with (k^/kß), oex and Ih AtL is clearly seen. 
4. Summary 
The amplification of spontaneous emission was studied with a multi-level model. The various effects of 
pump and dye parameters were thoroughly discussed. The theoretical results agree with experimental 
data and allow the determination of interesting molecular parameters. The calculations lead to exper-
imental restrictions that have to be met i f spectroscopic studies are not be complicated by amplified 
spontaneous emission. On the other hand, the necessary dye parameters and experimental conditions 
for the generation of intense picosecond light pulses at new frequencies by amplification of spontaneous 
emission were clearly elaborated. 
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